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It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to
signficantly reduce gain competition between different fre-
quencies within the optical amplifier.

TIie optical length of the cavity is in excess of Vio of i km.
It is thus another feature of one embodiment of the inven- 5

tion to space the monochromatic components to provide easy
time division demodulation.

The WDE and CWOE may operate on discrete narrowband
frequencies having a spectral line width of less than one
gigahertz.

It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to
produce monochromatic components of very narrow lin-
ewidth.

The WDE and CWDE are linear arays of Bragg fiters of 15

different predetermined frequencies.
It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to

provide a simple mechanism for realizing the VvDE and
CWDE and one that is simply adapted to fiber-optic lasers
through the use of fiber Bragg gratings.

TIie WDE and the CWDE may be the same fiber Bragg
fiter arrays receiving light from different directions to pro-

vide the WDE and the CWDE.
It is thus another featue of one embodiment of the inven-

tion to provide for improved matching between the optical 25
path lengths experienced by different monochromatic com-
ponents. By using the same allay of Bragg fiters, minor
errors in the separation of the gratings are canceled over a
single cycle within the cavity.

The control signal of the waveforni generator may be peri - 30
odic with a period equal to one cycle of a pulse of the laser
beam within the laser cavity.

It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to
provide for a simple control signal that repeats regularly for
the period of cavity resonance, simplifYing tuning of the 35

wavefonn generator and eliminating overlap of the mono-
chromatic components within the optical amplifier as could
occur with a il1iltifrequency control signal.

TIie optical amplifier is asynuiietricallypositioned in opti-
cal distance with respect to the WDE and CWDE.

It is thus a feature of one embodiment ofthe invention to
permit the suppression of pulses symmetrically emitted from
the optical amplifier when it boosts light withi the laser

cavity. By asyniiiietrical placement of the optical amplifier,
pulses emitted in a single direction may be favored tlrrough 45
the timig of subsequent boost cycles.

The laser may include an output coupler for preferentially
extracting the monoclirmatic components delivered by the
WDE before the pulses next arrive at the CWDE.

It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to 50

provide a time division multiplexed sequence of monochro-
matic components.

Alternatively or in addition the laser may include an output
coupler for preferentially extracting multispectral pulses 55

received by the CWDE before the pulses next arrive at the
WDE.

It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to
provide a lugh powered multispectral pulse.

TIie control signal from the waveform generator may boost
different monoclrromatic components by different predeter-
mined different amounts as the monochromatic components
pass separately through the optical amplifier.

It is thus a feature of one embodiment ofthe invention to
allow selective gain control of different colors, for example, 65
to produce a substantially flat power spectra for improved
attenuation studies and the like.

The laser may include an optical element for reducing light
passing from the CWDE to the WDE with respect to light
passing from the WDE to the CWDE to pass thrugh the
optical amplifier.

It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to
prevent overloading of the optical amplifier by the boosted
multispectral pulse.

The laser may further include at least one additional optical
amplifier receiving light and boosting the amplitude of the

10 light by stimulated emission according to a control signal and
at least one additional laser cavity holding the additional
optical amplifier between an additional WDE and an addi-
tional CWDE, wherein the additional WDE and CWDE oper-
ate in a different frequency range than the CWOE and WDE.
In this case, the waveform generator may provide the same
control signal to the optical amplifier and at least one addi-
tional optical amplifier.

It is thus another feature of one embodiment of the inven-
tion to permit tandem operation of multiple laser cavities

20 providing different monochromatic components for greater
frequency range.

These particular features and advantages may apply to only
some embodiments falling within the claims and thus do not
define the scope of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagrani of a first embodiment laser of the
present invention showing an optical amplifier positioned
between a wavelength-dependent delay element (WOE) and a
complementary wavelength-dependent delay element

(CWDE) and showing an optical coupler for extracting either
multispectral pulses or time division monochrmnatic compo-
nents from the laser;

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation ofthe WDE of FIG. 1
implemented as a set of spaced apart Bragg gratings showing
a receipt of a multispectral pulse from the right to produce
reflected, time-spaced constituent monochromatic compo-
nents 28;

40 FIG. 3 is a figure simlar to that of FIG. 2 showing a set of
spaced apart Bragg gratings receiving the time-spaced con-
stituent monochromatic components from the left to produce
a reconstituted and reflected multispectral pulse;

FIG. 4 is a figure simlar to FIG. 1 showing an alternative
embodiment of the laser of the present invention in wluch the
ftinction of the WDE and CWDE are implemented by a single
set of Bragg min'ors having right and left input ports provid-
ing respectively the ftinctions of the WDEand CWDE;

FIG. 5 is a set of two aligned graphs, the first graph plotting
distance along the optical cavity (the horizontal axis) as a
ftinction oftime (the vertical axis) for various multispectral
and monochromatic components spang slightly more than
one cycle within the laser cavity, and the second graph plot-
ting control signal power (the horizontal axis) applied to the
optical amplifier of the laser versus time (the vertical axis)
showing selective activation of the optical amplifier to boost
and cull the varous pulses within the laser cavity;

FIGS. 6a-6Jare simplified representations of the laser of
60 FIG. 4 showing various pulses of FIG. 5 at different stages in

a cycle of pulses with the laser cavity;
FIG. 7 is an altemative embodiment of the laser of FIGS. 4

using an optical circulator to permit multispectral plùses to
bypass the optical amplifier;

FIG. 8 is an alternative embodiment of the laser of FIG. 4
having multiple laser cavities operated by a single control
signal generator for producing a wider range of colors;
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grtings 40 and the miùtispectral pulses 26 for the CWDE 18
into the other side of the grating 40 using a loop of optical
fiber 14. Specifically, the optical fiber 14 exits the left side of
the optical amplifier 12 to enter the left side of the array of
gratings 40 to implement the function of the WDE 16 and the 5
optical fiber 14 exits the right side of the optical amplifier 12
to enter the right side of the gratings 40 to implement the
nuiction of the CWDE 18. Polarzation controls 50 of a type
known in the art may be positioned along the fibers 14 to
correct for polarization of the fiber 14.

In both the embodinients of FIG. 1 and 4, the optical
amplifier 12 is located asymmetrically between the WDE 16
and CWDE 18 so thatthe time required for a plùse oflight to
travel between the optical amplifier 12 and the WDE 16 is
different from the time required for a pulse of light to pass 15

from the optical amplifier 12 to the CWDE 18.
Referrig now to FIGS. 5 and 6a, in operation, at a fist

time 52, a pulse 24a of the periodic pulse signal 24 from the
waveform generator 22 is applied to the optical amplifier 12 to
produce a short multispectral pulse 26 passing leftard from 20
the optical amplifer 12 and a corresponding and diverging
multispectral pulse 26' passing rightward from the optical
amplifier 12. In FIG. 5, these multispectral pulses 26 and 26'
are shown passing leftard and rightward from a dotted line
indicating a position of the optical amplifier and marked 25
"OA".

Referrig now to FIGS. 5 and 6b, the multispectral pulse 26
wil arrve at the gratings 40 (shown by vertical lines labeled

B, G, and R in FIG. 5), as indicated by time 54 in FIG. 5. At
this time the multispectral pulse 26 wil reflect off of gratings
40 (enterig from the left) breakg into monochromatic

components 28 that wil rehin clockwise around the optical
fiber 14 to the optical amplifier 12. A small portion of the
multispectral pulse 57 wil pass through the grating 40 (based
the gratings 40 providing less than 100% reflection and not
reflecting all frequencies) to head counterclockwise around
the fiber back to the optical amplifier. At this time, multispec-
tral pulse 26' has not yet arrived at grating 40 because of the
asymmetrical location of the optical amplifier 12.

Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6c, at time 56, mnltispectral
pulse 26' wil reflect off of the gratings 40 to produce mono-
chromatic components 28' so that monochrmatic compo-
nents 28 and 28' respectively pass clockwise and c01uiter-
clockwise toward the optical amplifier 12. The asymmetric
location ofthe optical amplifier 12 causes theiionochromatic
components 28 to be received first passing rightward through
the optical amplifier 12 at time 56 which pulse train 24b
(comprised of three independently controllable pulses) is
applied to the optical amplifier 12 boosting each of the mono-
chromatic components 28 as it passes through the optical
amplifier 12. Note that the pulse train 24b may have pulses of
different amplitudes to apply different amolUits of energy to
each of the constihient monochromatic components 28. Ths
allows correction for wavelength dependent attenuation of
the monochromatic components 28 and 28' to be corrected so
that a unifoffl set of pulse powers may be produced (as may
be desirable for use of the pulses in absorption measure-

ments) or that allows individual energy modulation of the
pulses as may be used for communications or the like.

When the monocliroinatic components 28' and mnltispec- 60
tral pulse 57 pass leftward through the optical amplifier 12 at
time 59, no power is applied to the optical amplifier 12,
causing the monochromatic components 28' and multispec-
tral pulse 57 to be suppressed.

Referrng now to FIG. 6d, the stimulation of the optical 65
amplifier 12 by piilse train 24b as monochromatic compo-
nents 28 pass though it (per FIG. 6c) boosts the monocliro-

8
matic components 28 as they pass clockwise and again pro-
duces a multispectral pnlse 60 passing c01uiterclockwise

away from the optical amplifier 12. Ths multispectral pulse
60 wil be suppressed by the optical amplifier on its retu11
from the grating 40 by confguring it to arrve at the optical
amplifier at a time when the optical amplifier 12 is not stimu-
lated.

The process of boosting monocliromatic components 28

10 also 
produces multispectral "shadows" 62 oflesser amplihide

as par of that boosting process aligned with each of the

monochromatic components 28 and the traveling in a clock-
wise direction. Referrng now to FIG. 6e, the boosted mono-
chromatic components 28 of FIG. 6d and their multispectral
shadows 62 are received by grating 40 which reflects a
boosted multispectral pulse26. Theimiltispectral shadows 62
are also reflected by the grating 40 but are each broken into
many low amplihide monoclirmatic components 64 that are
no longer time aligned with the boosted multispectral pulse
26.

As shown in FIG. ~¡; a fial pass of the multispectral pulse
26 leftard through the amplifier 12 occurs in synchrony with

the application of a pulse 24c which pnines in the low ampli-
hide monochromatic components 64 which are largely out-
side the time window of the pulse 24c. Ibs further boosting
of the multispectral pulse 26 passing leftardfroii the optical

amplifier 12 creates anotherrightward traveling multispectral
pulse 26' and completes the cycle of light tlirougli the laser
cavity 20. The pulse 24c is identical to that of pulse 24a and

30 occurs at a time when the laser cavity has rehinied to a state

analogous to that when pulse 24c occurred. Pulscs 24a (or
24c) and 24b thus comprise a single cycle of the periodic
pulse signal 24 that may be repeated indefinitely.

35 It wil be understood that the pulse signal 24 is relatively
simple to generate, repeating regularly at each cycle

described from FIGS. 6a to 6frepresenting one round-trip
passage of liglit through the laser cavity.

Refen'iiig now to FIG. 7, it will be apparent from this
40 description that the present invention may signficantly boost

a single multispectral pulse 26 by individually boosting its
separate component monochromatic components 28. TIie
amount of energy that can be added to the multispectral pulse
26 is limited by the power handling capacity of the amplifier

45 12. This limitation may be overcome by the placing of the
optical amplifier 12 to one side of an optical circulator 70 of
a type known in the art providing a unidirectional circulation
(clockwise as depicted) oflight through a circular loop ofthe
optical circulator 70 among nodes 68. TIie optical circulator

50 70 may provide three nodes 68. An opposed left and right
node 68 are each attached to right and left portions of optical
fiber 14, in tliis case, with the left optical fiber 14 being
received from the right side of the optical amplifier 12. A
coupler 23 may be placed at a lower node 68 between left and

55 right node 68 extracting liglit passing from riglit node 68 to
left node 68.

The optical aniplifier 12 receives the monochromatic com-
ponents 28 described above as they pass clockwise through
the laser 10 and are received by the optical circulator 70. In
contrast, the boosted multispectral pulse 26 passes c1ock-wise
around the optical circulator 70 to the coupler 23. TIie coupler
23 extracts the boosted multispectral pulse 26, directing it
toward a partially silvered mirror 72 to extract a portion of the
multispectral pulse 26a and reflect a remainder of the multi-
spectral pulse 26b of substantially reduced power back into
the fiber 14 to the optical amplifier 12. In this way, separate
stimulation of the individual monocliromatic components 28
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thus that the term "monochromatic component" refers to a
light component with a narow spectral line width signfi-
cantly less than the "multispectral pulse" and/or the light
frequency bandwidth of the laser itself. Generally the particu-
lar sequence of gratings assigned to the WDE versus the 5
CWDE is arbitrar provided they are in a complementar
order to separate then recombine monochromatic compo-
nents 28. The term "color" should be considered synonymous
with "light-frequency" and does not imply a requirement that
the light be within visible frequencies or have a particular 10

perceived color. It wil be understood that additional switches
or other components may be introduced into the laser to
provide for multiple passes though the WDE and then mul-
tiple passes through the CWDE.

I claim:
1. A laser comprising:
an optical aniplifier receiving light and boosting light by

stimulated emission according to a control signal;
a laser cavity holding the optical amplifier between a wave-

length-dependent delay element (WDE) temporally 20
separating a multispectral light pulse into constituent

monochromatic light components that subsequently
pass at different relative tinies through the optical ampli-
fier and a complementar wavelength-dependent delay
element (CWDE) temporally collecting the monochro- 25
matic light components after temporal separation by the
WDE to subsequently pass substantially simultaneously
through the optical amplifier as the multispectral lightpulse; and 30

a waveform generator providing the control signal to the
optical amplifier timed to selectively boost monochro-
matic light components circulating in the laser cavity
during predetermied times when the monochromatic
light components pass through the optical amplifier at 35
different relative times.

2. The laser of claim 1 wherein the control signal operates
to:

(a) directthe multispectral lightpulse to the WDE; and then
(b) independently boost the temporally separated mono- 40

chromatic light components as they pass through the
optical amplifier in a fist direction wlule suppressing
some other components.

3. The laser of claim 2 wherein the control signal further
operates to:

(c) boost the multispectral light piilse emitted by the
CWDE recombining the monochromatic light compo-
nents, as themultispectralliglitpulse passes through the
optical amplifier in a second direction while suppressing
some other components; and

(d) repeat steps (b) and (c).
4. The laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and CWDE

operate to temporally separate the multispectral light pulse
into monochromatic light components and then temporally-
collect the separated monochromatic liglit components back 55
into the multispectral light pulse as liglit from the laser beam
makes one cycle through the WDE and CWDE.

5. The laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE separates mono-
chromatic light components so that substantially only a single
monochromatic light component passes through the optical 60
amplifier at a time as the monochromatic light components
pass from the WDE to the CWDE.

6. TIie laser of claim 5 wherein the optical length of the
cavity is in excess of Vio of 1 km in length.

7. TIie laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and CWDE 65
separate and combine monochromatic light components each
having spectral widths of less than one gigahertz.

8. The laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and CWDE are
linear arrays of Bragg fiters having different characteristic
rejection frequencies.

9. The laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and CWDE are
optical fibers providing differing temporal dispersions for
different light colors.

10. The laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and CWDE are
frequency selective mirrors each receiving a portion of light
from the optical amplifier and at different distances from the
optical amplifier.

11. TIie laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and the CWDE
are physically separate Bragg filters arrays.

12. The laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and the CWDE
are the same Bragg fiter arys receiving light from different

15 directions to provide the WDE and the CWDE.
13. The laser of claim 1 wherein the control signal of the

wavefomi generator provides multiple boost components at
different phases but substantially identical frequencies

wherein the multiple boost components have different boost
amounts.

14. The laser of claim 1 wherein the optical amplifier is
asymmetrically positioned in optical distance with respect to
the WDE and CWDE.

15. The laser of claini1 further including an output coupler
for preferentially extracting monochrmatic light compo-
nents delivered by the WDE before the monochromatic light
components next arrve at the CWDE.

16. The laser of claim 1 further including an output coupler
for preferentially extracting multispectral light pulse passing
from the CWDE before the multispectral light pulse next
arrves at the WDE.

17. The laser of claim 1 wherein the control signal from the
waveform generator boosts monochrOluatic light compo-
nents of different frequencies by different predetermed
amounts as the monochromatic light components pass

through the optical amplifier.
18. The laser of claim 1 fiirther including passive optical

element for reducing the light passing from the CWDE to the
WDE with respect to the light passing from the WDE to the
CWDE to pass through the optical amplifier.

19. The laser of claim 1 fiirtIer including at least one
additional optical amplifier receiving light and boosting the
light by stimulated emission according to a control signal and

45 at least one additional laser cavity holding the additional
optical amplifier between an additional WDE and an addi-
tional CWDE;

wherein the additional WDE and CWDE operate in a dif-
ferent frequency range than the CWDE and WDE;

wherein the waveform generator provides the same control
signal to the optical amplifier and at least one additional
optical amplifier.

20. TIie laser of claim 1 fiirther including:
a cavity for containng a material for absorption spectros-

copy and positioned to receive the temporally separated
monochromatic light components;

an optical sensor detecting the monochromatic light com-
ponents passing through the optical cavity; and

a time division demultiplexer providing a separate output
value for each of a number of monochromatic liglit
components.

21. A laser comprising:
an optical amplifier receiving light and boosting the light

by stimulated emission according to a control signal;
a laser cavity holding the optical amplifier to promote a

cycling of light photons through the optical amplifier;
and

50
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MULTISPECTRAL LASER WITH IMPROVED
TIM DIVISION MULTIPLEXING

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

Ths invention was made with United States government
support awarded by the following agencies: NSF 0238633.
The United States has certain rights in this invention.

BACKGROUN OF THE INVNTION

The present invention relates to lasers and in paricular to
lasers capable of providing multiple discrete output colors
switched in time (time division multiplexing).

Many important applications for lasers require multiple
and specific wavelengt. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,912,

178 entitled: "Passive Measurement of Isotopes to Monitor
Health", assigned to the assignee of the present invention and
hereby incorporated by reference, describes a system for
monitorig the ratio of C12 to Cl3 in a patient's breath to
establish the health of the patient. In this application, a first
laser may provide a beam having a wavelength aligned with a
C120162 feature and a second laser may provide a beam hav-
ing a wavelength aligned with the Cl30162 feamre. In addi-
tion, a third laser may provide a beam having an intermediate
wavelength with negligible absorption by CO2 as a baseline
reference.

In order to detect absorption of the laser light separately for
each of these features, multiple optical paths and detectors
may be used, or the different colors may be separated opti-
cally using filters or the like. The need for multiple lasers and
associated optical components increases the cost and size of
such systems.

Co-pending U.S. application Ser. No. 111749,553, fied on
May 16, 2007, assigned to the same assignee as the present
invention, and hereby incorporated by reference, describes a
laser that may produce multiple discrete output colors using a
laser cavity having a different effective optical length at the
different colors. The desired colors are selected by pulsing
(switching on) an optical amplifier at multiple different boost
frequencies to boost only those cavity modes compatible with
the desired colors. This "mode locking" process allows the
generation of two or more, narrow linewidth, predetermned
output colors, each modulated by the different boost frequen-
cies applied to the optical amplifiers. This modulation allows
the different colors to be distinguished not only by frequency
of the light but also by the frequency of their modulation.

SUMMRY OF THE INVENTION

The laser of the present invention employs a cavity that
provides the same cavity length for each color but introduces
a fixed time shift in the arrval of each color at the output
coupler as a function of the color. This may be contrasted to
the prior laser described above which provides a cavity with
a different cavity length for each color.

In a preferred embodiment the cavity is prodnced by a
reflector at a first end of the cavity that increases the delay
(e.g. path length) oflight strking that reflector as a function of
color, and a reflector at the second end of the cavity that
decreases the delay (e.g. path length) of the light as a function
of color to exactly offset the effect of the reflector at the first
end of the cavity. In this way, the cavity length for all colors is
the same, but in half oftheirround-trip between the reflectors,
they are shifted in phase.

2
An optical amplifier in the cavity is switched to encourage

the desired colors and to cnll other light pulses thereby pro-
ducing a set of monochromatic components of predetermed
different colors.

5 The laser of the present invention provides a number of
benefits. First, monochromatic components may pass
through the opiical amplifier at different times during every
cycle in the cavity eliminating gain competition that can
cause power f1nctuation in those pulses. Second, monochro-

10 matic components of different colors pass through the optical
amplifier in the sanie sequence and with the same relative
timing during every cycle in the cavity greatly simplifying the
circuitry for controllng the optical amplifier and for distin-
guishig the output pulses. Thrd, the optical cavity can

15 present substantially the same optical path for monochro-
matic components of different colors; thus providing bal-
anced attenuation of the monochromatic components.

Specifically then, the present invention provides a laser
inclnding an optical amplifier receiving light and boosting the

20 amplimde of the light by stimulated emission according to a
control signaL. A laser cavity holds the optical amplifier

between a wavelength-dependent delay element (WE) tem-
porally separating a multispectral light pulse into constituent
monochromatic components, and a complementar wave-

25 length-dependent delay (CWDE) elementtemporally collect-
ing the monochromatic components after separation by the
WDE. A wavefonn generator provides the control signal to
the optical amplifier timed to boost selected pulses circulating

in the laser cavity at predetennined times when the pulses
30 pass throi1gh the optical amplifier.

it is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to
provide a novel laser cavity presenting a constant optical path
length to all colors thereby improving tlie control and consis-
tency of multiple, discrete monochrOliiatic components of

35 light.

The control signal may operate to first generate a multi-
spectral pnlse directed to the WDE, and then to individually
boost the monochromatic components emitted by the WD E as
they pass though the optical amplifier in a first direction.

40 TIius it is a feature of one embodiment of the present
invention to allow independent control of a series of mono-
chromatic components.

The control signal may boost a multispectral pulse (re-

45 fomied from the monochromatic components) emitted by the
CWDE as the multispectral pulse passes though the optical
amplifier.

It is thus a feature of one embodiment ofthe present inven-
tion to maximize amplification of the photons by boosting

50 them as they pass through the optical amplifier in either
direction.

TIie WDE and CWDE operate to disperse a multispectral
pulse into monochromatic components and then collect the
monochromatic components back into a multispectral pulse

55 when pulses of the laser beam make one cycle through the
WDE and CWDE.

I t is thus another feature of one embodiment of the inven-
tion to preserve a constant phase offset and constant fre-
quency of the monochromatic components between succes-

60 sive cycles in the laser cavity thereby simplifying the control
of the optical amplifier and the ability to distinguish mono-
chromatic components of different colors by time division in
absorption spectroscopy and the like.

TIie WDE separates the monochromatic components so
65 that snbstantially only one monochromatic component passes

through the optical aniplifier at a time as the monochromatic
components pass from the WDE to the CWDE.
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It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to
significantly reduce gain competition between different fre-
quencies within the optical amplifier.

The optical length of the cavity is in excess of VIo of 1 Ia.

It is thus another featue of one embodiment of the inven- 5
tion to space the monochromatic components to provide easy
time division demodulation.

The WDE and CWDE may operate on discrete narrowband
frequencies having a spectral line width of less than onegigahertz. 10

It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to
produce monochromatic components of very narrow lin-
ewidth.

The WDE and CWDE are linear arys of Bragg IDters of 15
different predetermined frequencies.

It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to
provide a simple mechanism for realizing the WDE and
CWDE and one that is simply adapted to fiber-optic lasers
through the use offiber Bragg gratings.

TIie WDE and the CWDE may be the same fiber Bragg
filter arrays receiving light from different directions to pro-
vide the WDE and the CWDE.

It is thus another feature of one embodiment of the inven-
tion to provide for improved matching between the optical 25
path lengths experienced by different monochromatic com-
ponents. By using the same array of Bragg fiters, minor
errors in the separation of the gratings are canceled over a

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a first embodiment laser of thesingle cycle within the cavity. . . l' . 1 l'fi . . d. . present invention s iowing an optica amp i er positlOne
TIie control signal of thewavefonn generator may be pen- 30 b t i gtl d d td 1 1 t(WDE) d
.. . . e ween a wave en 1- epen en e aye emen . an a

.0~ICWI~1 ~. p~noid ~qu:l_~~ ~ne c2'cle _o~a Jlul~e ~f th~ laser_ _ comiileiielllary .. w¡¡velength-deReiideltt. d~ay AeiieiiL

15eali~ wlthin ie aser cavi y.. .. (CWDE) and showing an optical coupler for extracting either

It is thus a feature of one embodinent of the invention to multispectral pulses or time division monocliromatic compo-
provide for a simple control signal that repeats regularly for nents from the laser
the period of cavity reson~n~e, ~impli:fing tuning of the 35 FIG. 2 is a schem~ticrepresentationofthe WDEofFIG.l
wavefonn generator and ehmmatiig overlap of the mono- . i t d t f d rt B t' I .. . . .. imp emen e as a se 0 space apa ragg gra iigs s iowmg
cliromat!c compo~ients withii the opt!cal aiiplifier as could a receipt of a multispectral pulse from the right to produce
occur with a ll11ltifrequency control signal. reflected, time-spaced constituent monochromatic compo-

TIie optical amplifier is asymmetrically positioned in opti- nents 28'
cal d~stance with respect to the WD.E and CWD~.. 40 FIG. ; is a figure similar to that of FIG. 2 showing a set of

It I.S thus a featu~e of one embodiment .of the 11:rention to spaced apart Bragg gratings receiving the time-spaced con-
perniit ~he suppre.sslOn of pul.ses symm~tricall~ e~ltted from stituent monochromatic components from the left to produce
the .optical amphfier. when it boosts Iight wi~lun the ~aser a reconstituted and reflected multispectral pulse;
cavity. By. asyi~uneti:cal pl~ce~ent of the optical aiipIifier, FIG. 4 is a figure similar to FIG. 1 showing an alternative

puls~s ~nntted m a single direction may be favored through 45 embodiment oftlie laser of the present invention in which the
the timiig of sub~equent boost cycles. . function 

of the WDE and CWDE are implemented by a single
The !aser may niclude an ?utput coupler for i:referentially set of Bragg inrrors having right and left input ports provid-

extractiig the monochromatic components delivered by the ing respectively the fimctions of the WDE and CWDE-
WD~ before the pulses next arrive ~t the CWD~. . 50 FIG. 5 is a set of two aligned graphs, the first graph pl~tting

It !s tllU~ a fea.tii.re of one ~mbodnnent ofthe inventlOn to distance along the optical cavity (the horizontal axis) as a
pro~ide a tune division multiplexed sequence of monocliro- function of time (the vertical axis) for various multispectral
matic components. and monochromatic components spaiUling slightly more thaii

Altematively or in addition the laser may include aii outpnt one cycle within the laser cavity, and the second graph plot-
coupler for preferentially extracting multispectral pulses 55 ting control sigiial power (the horizontal axis) applied to the
received by the CWDE before the pulses next arrive at the optical amplifier of the laser versus time (the vertical axis)WDE. showing selective activation of the optical amplifier to boost

It is thus a featiire of one embodiment of the invention to and cull the varous pulses within the laser cavity;
provide a high powered mnltispectral pulse. FIGS. 6a-6fare simplified representations of the laser of

TIie control signal from the waveform generator may boost 60 FIG. 4 showing various pulses of FIG. 5 at different stages in
different 110nocliromatic components by different predeter- a cycle of pulses within the laser cavity;
mined different amounts as the monochromatic components FIG. 7 is aii altemative embodiment of the laser of FIGS. 4

pass separately tlirough the optical amplifier. using an optical circnlator to pennit multispectral pulses to

It is thus a featiire of one embodiment of the invention to bypass the optical amplifier;
allow selective gain control of different colors, for exainple, 65 FIG. 8 is an altemative embodiment of the laser of FIG. 4

to produce a substantially flat power spectra for improved having multiple laser cavities operated by a single control
attenuation studies and the like. signal generator for prodncing a wider range of colors;

The laser may include an optical element for reducing light
passing from the CWDE to the WDE with respect to light
passing from the WDE to the CWDE to pass tlirougli the
optical amplifier.

It is thus a feature of one embodiment of the invention to
prevent overloading of the optical amplifier by the boosted
mnltispectral pulse.

TIie laser may further include at least one additional optical
amplifier receiving light and boosting the amplitude of the
light by stimnlated emission according to a control signal and
at least one additional laser cavity holding tlie additional
optical amplifier between an additional WDE aiid an addi-
tional CWDE, wherein the additional WDE and CWDE oper-
ate in a different frequency range than the CWDE and WDE.
In this case, tlie waveform generator may provide the same
control signal to the optical amplifier and at least one addi-
tional optical amplifier.

It is thus another featue of one embodiment of the inven-
tion to permit tandem operation of multiple laser cavities

20 providing different monochromatic components for greater
frequency range.

These particular featiires and advantages iiay apply to only
some embodiments falling within the claims and thus do not
define the scope of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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FIG. 9 is an alternative embodiment of the laser of FIG. 1
using a ring cavity ratler than a linear cavity and with a
transmissive rather than reflective WDE and CWDE;

FIG. 10 is an alternative embodiment of a transmissive
WDE or CWDE suitable foruse in the embodiment of FIG. 9;
and

FIG. 11 is a free space version of the laser of FIG. 1 using
narrowband reflectors.

DETALED DESCRIPTlON OF THE PREFERRD
EMBODIMENT

Referrng now to FIG. 1, a first embodiment of a laser 10
constrcted according to the present invention includes an
optical amplifier 12 attached to an optical fiber 14 extending
from opposite sides the optical amplifier 12. A left end of the
optical fiber (as depicted) termnates at a wavelength-depen-
dent delay element 16 (WDE) and a right end of the optical
fiber termnates at a complementary wavelength-dependent
delay element 18, (CWDE) respectively. The fiber 14 and the 20
WDE 16 and the CWDE 18 together form a laser cavity 20
providing for the circulation of photons along the fiber 14
between the WDE 16 and CWDE 18 and through the optical
amplifier where they are boosted by stimulated emissions, as
is understood in the art, to provide for a laser.

The WDE is commonly termed a "chromatic stretcher" and
the CWDE is commonly termed a "chromatic compressof'.
When a multispectral pulse passing successively throngh
these two elements is substantially unchanged, the chromatic
stretcher and chromatic compressor are "matched".

TIie optical amplifier 12 is connected to an electrical wave-
form generator 22 wliich can produce a periodic pulse signal
24. During periods when the pulse signal is "high", e.g. when
power is applied to the optical amplifier 12, the optical ampli-
fier 12 wil boost photons passing through the optical ampli-
fier 12 by stimnlated emissions. The amount of boost will
depend on the amplitude of the pulse. When the pulse signal
24 is "low" and no power is applied to the optical amplifier 12,
the optical an1plifier 12 will . attenuate photons passing
though it.

The optical amplifier 12 may be, for example, a semicon-
ductor optical amplifier (SOA) or other optical amplifier gen-
erally understood in the art. More generally, the optical ainpli-
fier may be any modulator, such as an optical switch coupled
with some optical gain element.

As wil be described in greater detail below, the optical
amplifier 12 is activated during operation of the laser 10 to
initiate or transmit a multispectral pulse 26 traveling leftard

along the optical fiber 14 toward the WDE 16. The WDE 16
reflects the multispectral pulse 26, breaking it into spaced
monochromatic components 28 by means of the wavelength-
dependent delay of the WDE 16. These monochromatic com-
ponents 28 pass rightward along the fiber 14 thongh the
optical amplifier 12 to be received by the CWDE 18 which
refornis theinonocliromatic components 28 into a single mul-
tispectral pulse 26 by means of the complementar wave-
length-dependent delay produced by the CWDE 18. Ths
multispectral pulse 26 again passes leftard along the fiber 14
completing one cycle oflaser light in the laser cavity 20.

An output conpler 23 may be positioned along the fiber 14,
for exainple, between the optical amplifier 12 and the CWDE
18 to extract a portion of the light while preserving the laser
action. TIie coupler 23 may have a "leftward" output 30 to
extract the multispectral pulse 26 having a spectr 32 with
multiple discrete colors and pulse frequency fo shown by
time-plot 33. Alternatively, orin addition, the coupler 23 may
provide a "rightward" output 34 extrcting the spaced, mono-

6
chromatic components 28 each providing one of the discrete
colors of spectrum 32 (as shown by spectrum 36) with each
monocliromatic component 28 occurring in a separate time
division multiplexed window 41 reoccurng at pulse fre-

5 quency fo as shown by time-plot 37. The monochromatic
components 28 may be evenly spaced in time and have a
consistent frequency orderig. Generally the amplitude and
thus the power of the multispectral pulse 26 wil be equal to
the sum ofthe power of the individual monochromatic com-

10 ponents 28 less losses in the CWDE 18.
Referrg now to FIG. 3, the WDE 16 may be implemented

by a linear array of spaced Bragg gratings 40 each having
different characteristic frequencies of light reflection. For
simplicity the Bragg gratings 40 are labeled: R (red), G

15 (green), and B (blue) to represent thee different arbitrry

characteristic frequencies of successively shorter wave-
length. Note that each line in fact represents a set of regularly
spaced grting modulation elements (layers of varing index
of refraction) as would be understood in the art.

As is understood in the ar, the characteristic frequency of
the Bragg grtings 40 is determned by a spacing of the
grating modulation elements within the gratings 40 with
shorter wavelengths corresponding to closer spacing of the
grating modnlation elements. Generally, these gratings 40

25 may be illplementedas fiber Bragg gratings to be compatible
with the fiber 14.

The Bragg gratings 40 are separated along the path oflight
through the fiber 14 by a suffcient distance so that the time
required for light to pass from one grating 40 to the next is

30 greater than the duration of the multispectral pulse 26. Each
Bragg grating 40 wil generally block and hence reflect light
at its characteristic color and as a resnlt, as the multispectral
pulse 26 arrves at each grating 40, a monoc!iromatic compo-
nent 28 of the characteristic frequency of that grating 40 wil

35 be separated from the multispectral pulse 26 by reflection.
These successive monochromatic components 28 will be
separated in time by a constant amount 42 detennined by the
separation of the gratings 40.

As shown, the multispectral pulse 26 arives at gratings 40
40 in R, G, B order and thus the monochromatic components 28

are reflected with a leading pulse at the characteristic fre-
quency R and the trailing pulse at the characteristic frequency
B.

TIie gratings 40 are thus selected to correspond to the
45 desired output frequencies of the monocliromatic compo-

nents 28 ofthe laser 10. It should be noted thatthe gratings 40
need not be in any particular frequency order and may have
any desired absolute freqnency value so long as the colors of
the monochromatic components 28 may be accommodated

50 by the optical fiber 14 and the optical amplifier 12. In one
embodiment, a center color may be 700 mn.

Referrng now to FIG. 3, theCWDE 18 may also be imple-
mented by a linear array of spaced Bragg gratings 40' but in
the opposite order as the Bragg gratings 40 of the WDE 16.

55 The monochromatic components 28 received by the CWDE
18 in the order R, G, and B, are thus realigned in time to
reform the multispectral pulse 26 the gratings 40 ordered in
space so that the leading monocliromatic component 28 with
the characteristic frequency R travels furthest before reflec-

60 tion and the trailng monochromatic component 28with the
characteristic frequency B travels the shortest distance before
reflection.

Referring now to FIG. 4, the correspondence between the
gratings 40 of the WDE 16 and the gratings 40' ofCWDE 18

65 allows a single set of gratings 40 to implement both the WDE
16 and the CWDE 18 simply by conducting the monochro-
matic components 28 for the WDE 16 into one side of the
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grtings 40 and the multispectral pulses 26 for the CWDE 18
into the other side of the grating 40 using a loop of optical
fiber 14. Specifically, the optical fiber 14 exits the left side of
the optical amplifier 12 to enter the left side ofthe aray of
gratings 40 to implement the function ofthe WDE 16 and the 5
optical fiber 14 exits the right side ofthe optical amplifier 12
to enter the right side of the gratings 40 to implement the
function of the CWDE 18. Polarization controls 50 of a type
known in the art may be positioned along the fibers 14 to
correct for polarization of the fiber 14.

In both the embodiments of FIG. 1 and 4, the optical
amplifier 12 is located asymmetrically between the WDE 16
and CWDE 18 so thatthe time required for a pulse oflightto
travel between the optical amplifier 12 and the WDE 16 is
different from the time reqnired for a pulse of light to pass 15

from the optical amplifier 12 to the CWDE 18.
Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6a, in operation, at a fist

time 52, a pulse 24a of the periodic pulse signal 24 from the
waveform generator 22 is applied to the optical amplifier 12 to
produce a short mnltispectral pulse 26 passing leftard from 20
the optical amplifier 12 and a corresponding and diverging
multispectral pulse 26' passing rightward from the optical
amplifier 12. In FIG. 5, these multispectral pulses 26 and 26'
are shown passing leftward and rightward from a dotted line
indicating a position of the optical amplifier and marked
"OA".

Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6b, the multispectral pulse 26
wil arrive at the gratings 40 (shown by vertical lines labeled
B, G, and R in FIG. 5), as indicated by time 54 in FIG. 5. At
this time the multispectral pnlse 26 wil reflect off of gratings
40 (entering from the left) breakng into monochromaticucoinponimfs28Utliat \.vïirrerürn clocK\vise arouiidThe-óìlficaT

fiber 14 to the optical amplifier 12. A small portion of the
multispectral pulse 57 wil pass through the grating 40 (based
the gratings 40 providing less than i 00% reflection and not
reflecting all frequencies) to head counterclockwise around
the fiber back to the optical amplifier. At this time, multispec-
tral pulse 26' has not yet arrived at grating 40 because of the
asynunetrical location of the optical amplifier 12.

Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6c, at time 56, multispectral
pnlse 26' will reflect off of the gratings 40 to produce mono-
chromatic components 28' so that monochromatic compo-
nents 28 and 28' respectively pass clockwise and counter-
clockwise toward the optical amplifier 12. TIie asymmetric
location ofthe optical amplifier 12 canses the monochromatic
components 28 to be received first passing rightward through
the optical amplifier 12 at time 56 which pulse train 24b
(comprised of three independently controllable pulses) is
applied to the optical amplifier 12 boosting each ofthe mono-
chromatic components 28 as it passes through the optical 50
amplifier 12. Note that the pulse train 24b may have pulses of
different amplitudes to apply different amollits of energy to
each of the constituent monochromatic components 28. TIris
allows correction for wavelength dependent attenuation of
the monochromatic components 28 and 28' to be corrected so
that a unifonn set of pulse powers may be produced (as may
be desirable for use of the pulses in absorption measure-

ments) or that allows individual energy modulation of the
pulses as may be used for communications or the like.

When the monochromatic components 28' and mnltispec- 60
tral pulse 57 pass leftard through the optical amplifier 12 at

time 59, no power is applied to the optical amplifier 12,
causing the monochromatic components 28' and multispec-
tral pulse 57 to be suppressed.

Referrng now to FIG. 6d, the stimnlation of the optical 65
amplifier 12 by pulse train 24b as monochromatic compo-
nents 28 pass through it (per FIG. 6c) boosts the monochro-

8
matic components 28 as they pass clock-wise and again pro-
duces a multispectral pulse 60 passing colliterclockwise
away from the optical amplifier 12. Ths multispectral pnlse
60 wil be suppressed by the optical amplifier on its return
from the grating 40 by configung it to arrve at the optical
amplifier at a time when the optical amplifer 12 is not stimu-
lated.

The process of boosting monocliromatic components 28

10 also produces multispectral "shadows" 62 oflesser amplitude
as par of that boosting process aligned with each of the

monochromatic components 28 and the traveling in a clock-
wise direction. Referrng now to FIG. 6e, the boosted mono-
chromatic components 28 of FIG. 6d and their multispectral
shadows 62 are received by grating 40 which reflects a
boosted multispectral pulse 26. The multispectral shadows 62
are also reflected by the grating 40 but are each broken into
many low amplitude monoclirmatic components 64 that are
no longer time aligned with the boosted multispectral pnlse
26.

As shown in FIG. 6f, a fial pass of the multispectral pnlse
26 leftard through the amplifier 12 occürs in synclirony with

the application of a pulse 24c which prunes in the low ampli-
tude lUonocliromatic components 64 which are largely out-

25 side the time window of the pulse 24c. TIris further boosting
ofthe multispectral pulse 26 passing leftward from the optical
amplifier 12 creates another iightward traveling multispectral
pulse 26' and completes the cycle of light tlirougli the laser
cavity 20. TIie pulse 24c is identical to that of pulse 24a and

30 occurs at a time when the laser cavity has retumed to a state

. _ ¡lnalpgQus 1Q thaLw~ll_piil-t .l'Ic-l_curred. J)l¡JS\ê); 1.4a iOl-
24c) and 24b thiiS comprise a single cycle of the periodic
pulse signal 24 that iiay be repeated indefinitely.

35 It wil be understood that the pulse signal 24 is relatively
simple to generate, repeating regularly at each cycle
described from FIGS. 6a to 6frepresenting one round-trip
passage of light tlirough the laser cavi ty.

Referring now to FIG. 7, it will be apparent from this
40 description that the present invention may significantly boost

a single multispectral pulse 26 by individually boosting its
separate component monocliromatic components 28. TIie
amonnt of energy that can be added to the multispectral pulse
26 is limited by the power handling capacity of the amplifier

45 12. This limitation may be overcome by the placing of the
optical amplifier 12 to one side of an optical circulator 70 of
a type known in the art providing a unidirectional circulation
(clockwise as depicted) ofliglit tlirougha circular loop of the
optical circulator 70 among nodes 68. TIie optical circulator
70 may provide three nodes 68. A.n opposed left and right
node 68 are each attached to right and left portions of optical
fiber 14, in this case, with the left optical fiber 14 being
received from the right side of the optical amplifier 12. A
coupler 23 may beplaced at a lower node 68 between left and

55 rigllt node 68 extracting liglit passing from riglit node 68 to
left node 68.

The optical amplifier 12 receives the monocliromatic com-
ponents 28 described above as they pass clockwise through
the laser 10 and are received by the optical circulator 70. In
contrast, the boosted mnltispectral pulse 26 passes clockwise
arollid the optical circulator 70 to the coupler 23. TIie coupler
23 extracts the boosted multispectral pulse 26, directing it
toward a partially silvered mirror 72 to extract a portion of the
multispectral pulse 26a and reflect a remainder of the multi-
spectral pulse 26b of snbstantially reduced power back into
the fiber 14 to the optical amplifier 12. In this way, separate
stimnlation of tiie individnal monocliromatic components 28
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may be used to produce a single multispectral pulse 26 of
higher amplitude than may be handled by the optical ampli-
fier 12.

In avanation on the embodiment of FIG. 7 (not shown), the
optical amplifier 12 may be placed in the optical circulator 70
above and between the left and right nodes 68 to receive only
light, principally monochromatic components 28, passing
counterclockwise around the optical circulator 70. Ths pro-
tects the optical amplifier 12 from the high intensity single
multispectrl pulse 26. An optical switch (providing a block-

ing, but not necessarily amplification) may be placed else-
where in the laser cavity 12, for example, in the optical
circulator 70 between and below the left and right nodes 68 to
intercept single multispectral pulses 26 passing clockwise
around the optical circulator 70 or elsewhere on the fiber 14, i5
to block undesired light pulses.

Referrng nów to FIG. 8, the simplicity of the pulse signal
24 in the present invention and the fact that the spacing of the
pulses of pulse signal 24 are largely determined by the length
of the fiber 14 and the separation of the gratings 40 rather than
the frequency of light of the laser, allows a single wavefonn
generator 22 to provide power to multiple optical amplifiers
12a-12c associated with multiple laser cavities 20. Each of
these laser cavities may have eight different linear arrays of
gratings 40a-40c having each a iique characteristic fre-
quency to provide a broader frequency range or larger number
of unique monochromatic components 28 than may be prac-
tically obtained with a single laser cavity 20. The outputs
from each of these cavities 20 extracted through respective
couplers 23 may be combined by a combiner 74 to provide a 30
single multispectral pulse 26 with mnltiple time division
components spanng a larger frequency range 76.

Each of the gratings 40a-40c may be associated with a
servo-controlled heater 80a-80c that may control the tem-
perature of the gratings 40a-40c and thus charactenstic colors
output by the laser 10. The temperature controls thennal

expansion of the fiber, for example, of a fiber Bragg grating,
and thus controls the separation of the grting layers along the
optical path changing their characteristic reflection fre-
qnency. A spectral sensor (not shown) may be used to sense
the frequency of the output monochromatic components 28
and change the temperature of the heaters 80a-80c accord-
ingly.

Referring now to FIG. 9, in an alternative embodiment, the
WDE 16 and CWDE 18 may be implemented not as reflective
devices but as transmissive devices using lengths of single-
mode chromatic dispersion and dispersion-correcting fibers
that are matched to provide the same functions described
above with respect to the Bragg gratings 40, In this case, the
laser 10 uses two optical amplifiers 12a and 12b. A right side
of amplifier 12a connects to the left side transmissive WDE
16 whose right side is connected to the left side of optical
amplifier 12b. TIie right side of optical amplifier 12b is con-
nected to the left side of CWDE 19 whose nglit side connects
to the left side of an isolator 80. TIie isolator 80 operates as a
one-way light "valve" allowing pnncipally the passage of
light only from left to right. The left side of the isolator 80 in
turn connects to the riglit side of optical amplifier 12a.

In operation of the laser 10, the amplifier 12a is excited
with a pulse 82 to produce a riglit-traveling multispectral
pulse 26. In this multispectral pulse 26 is received by WDE 16
which in him outputs time dispersed monochromatic compo-
nents 28. TIiese monochromatic components 28 are received
by optical amplifier 12b, which in him is driven by a pulse
train 87 timed boost or snppressed various frequency compo-
nents to output monochromatic components 28'. TIie mono-
chromatic components 28' are received by CWDE 18 produc-

ing a multispectral pulse 26 is output from the rigllt side of
CWDE 18 to be conducted by fiber 14 to circulate again
through amplifier 12a. The waveforms 82 and 87 are timed to
promote the desired frequencies and to suppress other fre-

5 quencies in a maner described above.

A coupler 23 may be placed after amplifier 12b and before
the CWDE 18 to extract the dispersed monocliromatic com-
ponents 28 and direct them to a cavity 81 that may incorporate
a material for spectroscopy. A broadband light sensor 83 may

10 receive light selectively absorbed by the material in the cavity
20 and the light bypassing the cavity 20 and provide a differ-
ence signal for a time division demultiplexer 85 which iiay
isolate the absorption of the individual frequency compo-
nents of the monochromatic components 28.

Referring now to FIG. 10, the trnsmissive WDE 16 and
CWDE 18 of FIG. 9 may be implemented altematively by
means of a optical circulator 70 having a grating 40 attached
to one of its nodes 68 so that liglit passing in one direction is
rerouted to the gratings 40 and then after frequency dispersion

20 (or collection) continues around the optical circulator 70 in
the same direction so as to produce a transmissive time sluft-
mg.

Referring now to FIG. 11, the laser 10 of FIG. 1 may
alternatively be implemented in a free space design (e.g.,

25 without fibers or continuous fiber conduction) using a set of
narrowband or dicliroic mirrors 84 labeled R, G, and B perthe
convention described above with respect to the Bragg filters
40 to implement the WDE 16 and CWDE 18 described with
respect to FIG. 1.

Each mirror 84 ofthe WDE 16 and CWDE 18 is placed at
a different optical distance from the optical amplifier 12 with,
for example, the R mirror being fiirthest from the optical
amplifier 12 and the B mirror being closest to the optical
amplifier 12 for the WDE 16 on the left side of optical ampli-

35 fier 12 and the R mirror being closest to the optical amplifier
12 and the B mirror being furthest from the optical amplifier
12 for the CWDE 18 on the right side of the optical amplifier
12. The light passing througli the optical amplifier 12 may be
separated to be received by the different mirrors 84, and the

40 liglit from the different min-ors 84 may be combined into a
single beam to be received by the optical amplifier 12 thrOUgli

the use of several beam splitters 86 servings separate beains
for each mirror 84 and then to combine their reflections.

TIie present invention has been used to produce monochro-
45 matic components 28 including nineteen colors each at a

uiuque wavelength in the 1330-1380 ll range. Each mono-
cliromatic component 28 occurs in a separate regularly
spaced window 41 of approximately 200 ns in duration and
separated by about 200 ns. The spectral line width of each

50 chalUiel may be less than one GI-z. A tuning range of as much
as 15mn may be obtained thrOUgli the use of the heater system
described above. The fiber 14 may be approximately i kI
long to provide for the desired separation between these vari-
0us pulses and typically wil be a least J/io of i kin long. It is

55 believed that as many as 10,000 separate 1l0nocIiromatic
components 28 each with a uiuque frequency may be gener-
ated.

It is specifically intended that the present invention not be
limited to the embodiments and ilustrations contained

60 herein, but include modified fonns of those embodiments
including portions oftlie embodiments and combinations of
elements of different embodiments as come within the scope
of the following claims. TIie term "Bragg grating" should be
considered synonymous with "Bragg filter" and "Bragg mir-

65 ror" and other similar interference type reflectors. It will be
understood to those of ordinary skil in the art that no time-
limited pulse may be a single ligllt frequency or "color" and
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thus that the term "monochromatic component" refers to a
light component with a narow spectral line width signfi-
cantly less than the "multispectral pulse" and/or the light
frequency bandwidth of the laser itself. Generally the paricu-
lar sequence of grtings assigned to the WDE versus the 5
CWDE is arbitrar provided they are in a complementar
order to separate then recombine monochromatic compo-
nents 28. The term "color" should be considered synonymons
with "light-frequency" and does not imply a requirement that
the light be withn visible frequencies or have a paricular 10
perceived color. It wil be understood that additional switches
or other components may be introduced into the laser to
provide for multiple passes thugh the WDE and then mul-
tiple passes through the CWOE.

I claim:
1. A laser comprising:
an optical amplifier receiving light and boosting light by

stimulated emission according to a control signal;
a laser cavity holding the optical amplifier between a wave-

length-dependent delay element (WDE) temporally 20
separating a multispectral light pulse into constituent

monochromatic light components that subsequently
pass at different relative times through the optical ampli-
fier and a complementar wavelength-dependent delay
element (CWDE) temporally collecting the monochro- 25
matic light components after temporal separation by the
WOE to subsequently pass substantially simultaneously
through the optical aniplifier as the multispectral light
pulse; and

a waveform generator providing the control signal to the 30
_ opticalamplifiertinied-to-selecthælyboostmonocliro--

matic light components circulating in the laser cavity
during predetermined times when the monocliromatic
light components pass throngh the optical amplifier atdifferent relative times. 35

2. TIie laser of claim 1 wherein the control sigoal operates
to:

(a) direct the multispectral light pnlse to the WOE; and then
(b) independently boost the temporally separated mono- 40

cliromatic light components as they pass tlirougli the
optical amplifier in a fist direction while suppressing
some other components.

3. TIie laser of claim 2 wherein the control signal fnrther
operates to:

(c) boost the multispectral light pulse emitted by the
CWDE recombining the monocliromatic light compo-
nents, as the mnltispectral light pulse passes through the
optical amplifier in a second direction while suppressing
some other components; and

(d) repeat steps (b) and (c).
4. TIie laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and CWDE

operate to temporally separate the multispectral light pulse
into monochromatic liglit components and then temporally-
collect the separated monocliromatic light components back 55
into the mul tispectral light pulse as liglit from the laser beam
makes one cycle tlirough the WOE and CWDE.

5. The laser of claim 1 wherein the WOE separates mono-
chromatic light components so that substantially only a single
monochromatic ligllt component passes tlirough the optical 60
amplifier at a time as the monochromatic light components
pass from the WDE to the CWOE.

6. TIie laser of claim 5 wherein the optical length of the
cavity is in excess of I/ÍO of I km in length.

7. TIie laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and CWDE 65
separate and combine monocliromatic light components each
having spectral widths of less than one gigahertz.

8. The laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and CWDE are
linear arrays of Bragg filters having different characteristic
rejection frequencies.

9. The laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and CWDE are
optical fibers providing differig temporal dispersions for
different light colors.

10. TIie laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and CWDE are
frequency selective mirrors each receiving a portion of light
from the optical amplifier and at different distances from the
optical amplifier.

11. TIie laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and the CWOE
are physically separate Bragg filters arrays.

12. The laser of claim 1 wherein the WDE and the CWOE
are the same Bragg filter arrays receiving light from different

15 directions to provide the WDE and the CWDE.

13. The laser of claim 1 wherein the control signal of the
waveform generator provides multiple boost components at
different phases but substantially identical frequencies

wherein the multiple boost components have different boost
ainoUlits.

14. TIie laser of claim 1 wherein the optical amplifier is
aSY11etrically positioned in optical distance with respect to
the WOE and CWDE.

15. The laser of claim 1 further including aii output coupler
for preferentially extracting monochrmatic light compo-
nents delivered by the WOE before the monocliromatic light
components next arrive at the CWDE.

16. The laser of claim 1 further including aii outpnt coupler
for preferentially extracting multispectral light pulse passing
from the CWDE before the multispectral light pulse next
_amv_es at the WDE. _ _ ___

17. The laser of claim 1 wherein the control sigoal from the
waveform generator boosts monochromatic light compo-
nents of different frequencies by different predetermined
amounts as the monochromatic light components pass

thrOUgli the optical amplifier.

18. The laser of claim 1 further including passive optical
element for reducing the light passing from the CWDE to the
WDE with respect to the liglit passing from the WDE to the
CWDE to pass through the optical amplifier.

19. The laser of claim 1 furher inclnding at least one
additional optical amplifier receiving light aiid boosting the
liglit by stimulated emission according to a control signl and

45 at least one additional laser cavity holding the additional
optical amplifier between an additional WDE and an addi-
tional CWOE;

wherein the additional WDE and CWDE operate in a dif-
ferent frequency range than the CWDE and WOE;

wherein the waveform generator provides the same control
sigoal to the optical amplifier and at least one additional
optical amplifier.

20. TIie laser of claim 1 further including:
a cavity for containing a material for absorption spectros-

copy and positioned to receive the temporally separated
monochromatic light components;

an optical sensor detecting the monochromatic light com-
ponents passing through the optical cavity; and

a time division demultiplexer providing a separate output
valne for each of a number of monochromatic light
components.

21. A laser comprising:
an optical ainplifier receiving light and boosting the light

by stimulated emission according to a contrl signal;

a laser cavity holding the optical amplifier to promote a
cycling of light photons thrUgli the optical ainplifier;
aiid

50
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a waveform generator providing the control signal to the
optical amplifier to generate within the laser cavity mul-
tiple light pulses each providing different frequency
components and to preferentially amplif' a subset of
these multiple light pnlses to a predetermined level by 5
timng of the control signal applied to the optical ampli-
fier to coincide with times when the different light piùses
pass individnally througJi the optical amplifier.

22. A laser comprising:
an optical amplifier receiving light and boosting light by 10

stimulated emission according to a control signal;

14
a laser cavity holding at least one optical amplifier between

a chromatic stretcher and a substantially-matched chro-
matic compressor; and

a waveform generator providing at least one control signal
to at least one optical amplifier timed to boost selected
light components circulating in the laser cavity during
predetermned times by different predetermined
amounts when the selected light components individu-
ally pass though the optical amplifier.

*****


